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Know who you 
are and who you 
want to become.



To Consumers, Wisconsin = Cheese 
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2008 WMMB Consumer Research conducted among a nationally representative sample of adults 18+
“Out of these regions, please select the one that is best well known for cheese.”
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Imports More Likely To Have “Specialty” Status
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IMPORTED CHEESEWISCONSIN CHEESE

Source:  WMMB Geographic Brand Positioning Study, 2015
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Be better 
storytellers.





Some states dream of cars, or coal or craft beer or whatever it is that floats their boats. Wisconsin is 
completely bonkers for cheese, and we’ll never understand why everyone everywhere on the planet 
doesn’t feel the same way. 

The thing is, we’ve had cheese on the brain for quite awhile. Our ancestors were expert dairy farmers 
and cheesemakers. They chose Wisconsin because the terroir — the soil and water nurtured by the 
goodness of glacial sediment — reminded them of the homes they’d left behind in Northern Europe. 
They started making cheese commercially as early as 1841 and, when the chinch bug killed the wheat 
harvest in 1855, it seems like everyone else in the state started dairy farming or trying their hands at 
making cheese. So, you see, making cheese is Wisconsin’s birthright — it’s in our blood, it’s in the dirt 
beneath our feet, it’s in the air we breathe — it’s who we are.

It’s not in our nature as Wisconsinites to rest on our laurels, even if we wanted to. That’s why we never 
stop experimenting, trying to improve, dreaming of your next favorite cheeses that we have yet to even 
imagine.

We believe in the power of cheese to make the world a better place. Great cheese can elevate any 
mood, any meal or any social occasion. We know because we produce more great cheese than any 
other place on earth. And we won’t stop until the world dreams of cheese as we do.

Some people dream in color. Some in black and white.

Some states dream in oil. Others in bikini-covered beaches or barrel-aged bourbon.

We dream in cheese.

WHY WISCONSIN? COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM





Invest in 
content.



The typical American mentions brand 
names 90 times a week in both online 
and offline conversations. 

- Keller Fay Research 

CONTENT
IS NOT JUST KING—IT IS SOCIAL CURRENCY. 



WisconsinCheese.com
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WHY IS IT IMPORTANT
TO GET PEOPLE TALKING? 92%

Of consumers worldwide trust 
recommendations from friends and 
family more than any form of 
advertising.
- Nielson Wire



BRAND IMPRESSIONS

We now have 25 BILLION brand 

conversations per year in social media, 

more than 80 for every US citizen!

But our offline brand conversations are 

far more plentiful.

Keller Fay Group

SOCIAL MEDIA OFFLINE

25 Billion

750 Billion



Find your
people.



Target: Food Fanatics

For Food Fanatics, great food isn’t just a hobby, it’s a 
lifestyle. It’s also a sport, where they experience the thrill 
of the hunt, the excitement of being first to make 
discoveries and the social currency ‘winning SM’ gives 
them. Their obsession runs deep and they love nothing 
more than spreading that gospel with their tribes. It’s those 
conversations that define the winners and the losers in the 
Specialty marketplace, and it’s those very conversations 
we needed to start infiltrating if we were going to change 
the minds that matter most.





















BEFORE THE PANDEMIC WE 
WERE ALL-IN ON IN-PERSON 

EXPERIENCES



WE REACHED THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE THROUGH IN-HOME CHEESE PARTIES 



WE WENT BIG AT SXSW



WE TOOK THE STATE-FLAIR EVENT ON THE ROAD TO BOSTON…



…AND SAN DIEGO





AND THEN CAME MARCH…



Since the pandemic, we’ve been doing a variety of monthly 
events … and now they sell out within minutes.



As a Cheeselandian, you are invited to members-only events. 
You connect with Wisconsin cheesemakers, learn about 

cheesemaking and explore (taste) the cheeses created by 
those makers.

Currently these events are virtual and in high demand. In 
July, all 750 spots were filled in just 21 minutes! These events 

are highly rated by guests in post-event surveys. 
Respondents also consistently report they’d purchase the 

products they’ve sampled and would recommend these 
brands to friends and family.



















SO WHAT HAPPENED NEXT?



2020 Media 
Coverage

Drove PR Value

$40 
million





We now have 
Cheeselandians

In all 50 
states!



Social Media 
Engagement 
increased…

by 4,000%





WisconsinCheese.com 
hit a record!

1.7 million 
visitors and 

counting



Wisconsin Cheese 
leads in funnel 
performance among 
all origins tested…

Significantly 
outpacing France 

on awareness, 
consideration and 

purchase.



Awareness of  
varieties made 
in Wisconsin…

is up to 60%



Nearly six in ten consumers who are aware 
of Wisconsin are ‘extremely likely’ to buy 
the cheese strictly based on the origin—
Wisconsin!



Growth of  Wisconsin 
Specialty Cheese 
Retail Sales…

Outpaced 
growth of 

the ENTIRE 
cheese 

category



Follow Me on Instagram: 
@SuzFann

Connect with me on LinkedIn: 
https://www.linkedin.com/in
/suzannefanning

sfanning@wisconsindairy.org

LET’S STAY CONNECTED

https://www.linkedin.com/in/suzannefanning

